Tungsten sheets

Buy tungsten sheets in outstanding purity and constant high quality directly from our online shop. There you also find an overview of all available sheet dimensions and qualities.

Our experience and state-of-the-art equipment mean that we can get the very most out of our metals. Did you know that we produce the world's largest tungsten sheets made from refractory metals? With our unique hot rolling mill for refractory metals, we can supply you with hot-rolled sheets of widths of up to 1.2 meters. Cold-rolled tungsten sheets are available in up to 1.1 meter length and 0.55 meter width.

High capacity. Optimum quality. Your strong partner.

Thanks to our high capacities, we can manufacture even very large runs of tungsten sheets without difficulty. Thanks to our state-of-the-art equipment and many years of experience in the field of powder metallurgy, we can guarantee that you receive top quality - in every tungsten sheet we supply.
A single source for all your needs.

We handle every stage in the manufacture of our products in-house. From the raw materials through to the finished tungsten sheet: including the development of new materials. In this way, we can guarantee that you benefit from the very best quality.

Order sheets, rods and wire online.

We like to make life easy: a quick and simple ordering process and clearly presented price scales – directly on your screen. Sheets, rods, ribbons and wires as well as products made out of molybdenum, tungsten and tantalum are available for you in configurable dimensions in our online shop!

Do you have any other questions? We're here for you - worldwide. Just look under Contact to find a Plansee contact person near you.